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PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLICITY IN THE SIX LEADING NEWSPAPERS OF BOSTON
MASSACHUSETTS.
I. Introduction
Statement of the problem .
1
In 1927, William Hall Todd, wrote his doctors'
dissertation on What Citizens Know About Their Schools .
His study was built on a Yes-No test containing fifty
questions. This test was submitted to parents in 6,000
homes in 17 cities representative of a v;ide area. The test^
were scored, and the results tabulated. Mr. Todd endeavor-
ed to shed some lip-ht on what citizens know about their
school s
.
2
Two years later, 1929, Belmont Parley wrote his
dissertation on What To Tell The People About The Public
ochools . In order to find out upon what topics the public
was being informed concerning the schools, 39,^265 column
inches of school news in 737 issues in 10 newspapers were
analyzed and classified according to topical content. This
topical content was then comparer) with the interests expres-j
sed by the school patrons to learn whether the patrons were
being furnished ^'rith information in v.'hich they have little
interest, or with information in which they expressed
1. W. H. Todd, Whnt Citizens Know About Their Schools ,
ContriDutions to £,duc8tion. No. 279, (Teachers College,
Columbia university, 1927.
|
2. rarley, o. M. What To Tell The people About The Public j
achools
,
Contributions to j^clucf? tloia, No . 555, Teachers
i
College, Columbia University, 1929.

11
greatest interest.
The writer became interested in the results of the twoj
preceding studies, and as the problem of this thesis, endeavored
to find out if there vms any definite relationship between
results obtained by either Todd or Farley, and the school news
in the nev/spapers of his ov/n city, Boston, Massachusetts. In
order to compare the school nev/s in all of the papers of a
3
sinp-le city "/1th results found by Parley, the author has
analyzed the school news in the six leading nev/spapers of the
city, beginning July, 1933, through June, 1934. These papers
are published daily, v/ith four of the six having Sunday editions
Private school news has been entirely ignored in this study. In
the analysis, the writer has measured each article in inches,
and all tabulations are made in the latter \anit. In Appendix
B, pages 51-144, will be found charts presenting the data by
each month, followed by a summation table of each newspaper for
the entire year. The classification of items is taken directly
j
from Belmont Parley's study. Two changes, however, were made
in the grouping. Due to the tremendous amount of space devoted
to athletics, it was necessary to separate athletics from the
gener^al division of extra-curricular activities. Newspaper
campaigns, '-hich consisted entirely of spelling bees, '•ere
prevalent in two of the six nevspapers analyzed, and v/ere given
a separate heading. The author purposely used Farley's
1
classification, subject to the t'vo precef3inr mc-ifications , so
that comparisons could be made betv/een the studies.
i
3. Farley, B. M, V^rhat to Tell The People About The Public
Schools, Contributions to Education, No. 355, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1929. rage 16.
;

Sources of Data.
The following newspapers v/ere used in the study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Boston Herald
Boston Transcript
Boston Traveler
Boston American
Boston Post
Boston Globe
To facilitate typing, the follov^ing abbreviations werej
I
used in all charts:
involvinp- measurement of space devoted to various topics of
school news. First, there is the possibility of error in clas-
sificntion, and secondly/-, chance errors of measurement. To
avoid this as much as possible, all measurements were checked
twice, while classification was made only after due considera-
tion. Debatable articles ere taken up with educators before
j
classification. Two other items are v;ortTn noting; (1) quantity
j
is no guarantee whatsoever of potential effectiveness, .-^nd (2)
many editions of each newspaper are published. No consideratior,
was given to any of the latter facts.
Boston Herald H
Boston Transcript Tt
Boston Traveler T
Boston American A
Boston Post P
Boston Globe G
Limitations of the Study,
The writer has kept in mind the limitations of a study
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II. A BRIFCP RESUME OP POINTS SET FORTH BY WRITERS OP SCHOOL
NEWS
.
A. News--'jni.'at Is It?
Before befrl.nning the analysi.'^ of school nev/s in the
newspapers of Boston, Massachusetts, the writer v/ill pive a
brief resume of the literature written in the field. In this
resume, the writer has extracted three typical quotations from
the studies of representative authors. A list of these studios
may be found in the bibliography, pages 159-160 inclusive,
1
Williard G. Bleyer has the following to say about
nev/s
.
"Although every good nev/spaper worker recognizes news at
once, and almost instinctively decides upon its value, fev/ of
them find it easy to define news briefly ancl to give criteria
for judging its value. In a sumposium conducted some years ago
by Collier's v/eekly, a number of editors throurhout the country
undertook to define no'vs, and the follov.ing definitions are
typical of the result:
News is whatever your readers want to know about.
Anything that enough people v/ant to read is ne s, provide4
it does not violate the canons of good taste and the
laws of libel.
News is anything that happens in which people are
interested.
News is anything that people v/ill talk about; the more it
will excite comment the greater i1. s value.
News is accurate and timely intelligence of happenings,
discoveries, opinions, and matters of any sort which
affect of interest the readers,"
Deducting essentials from the above definitions, we
find that news must be new and above all, timel;;; that it must
1, Bleyer, Williard, 0. Newspaper Writing and Editing . Boston?
Houghton Mifflin Co,, iy^5, p. 78,79.
11
c
1
Interest the readers. ;
Miller and Charles, say that "no definition has been!|
written that meets the unqualified approval of all newspaper menij
It is an elusive thing. What may be news to one man may not he
news at all to another. One successful editor has attempted not
only to define it, but to chart the problem of his assistants in |
these words: 'News is what happens today and interests me. The
editor's problem is to multiply me by you and divide by the
number of coliiimns.' Continuing they say, v;e find that news is
not merely information about a thing that has happened, but that
it must possess the elements of freshness and interest,"
Very brief and concise is the manner in which John
2
Jay describes news, "It would be almost impossible to give
any definition of the word 'news' which would be universally
accepted, but among the most popular definitions of news are the
folio ving:
1. 'All sin is news.'
2. 'The bizarre, the unusual is news.'
3. 'Things or persons of relative social or economic
import-mce are news.'
4. 'An event of interest to any large group of people
i s news .
'
5. 'School ne s must become nevspnpe-*^ news to be
published; it is not publis>^ed for charity,'"
1.
2.
Miller, Clyde, R. and Charles, Fred; Publicity and the
Public school , Boston: Houghton, mifflin Company, 1924,
page 98,99,
Jay, John, Nev/spaper Contacts , Jiducation, October, 1932,
page 118,

rrom the preceding quotations, it may be seen thnt it
is TiTuch easier to speak of nevs in its general limitations, than
to p-ive a definition of it. All newspaper men claim they
recognize news when they see it, but none seem able to f^ive a
clarified definition.
However, the following are significant points to keep
in mind when discussing school news: !
(1) It is not propaganda which is being advocated.
(2) In a newspaper", it is not instruction or advice
which we ar^e especially trying to give, but
j
information worthwhile for all concerned.
(3) It is for the public at large for v/hora we are
writing, and not for our own personal interests i
and desires,
!

B. THE N5T5D FOR SCHOOL NK'-fS
.
I!
Educators are recognizing the need for school nevs,
;
PollO'vinp:, are three typical q-uotntions taken from articles
j
written on the need for school news. i
1
In February, 1932, the Department of Superintendence
of the National Education Association passed the following
1
resolution
•
"At no time in the history of public education has it
been more important that the relationship between the public ancl
the schools shall be one of sympathy, cooperation, and under-
standing. We recommend, therefore, that extraordinary efforts
be made to continue courteous, tjjctful, and considerate public
relationships: that administrators gain and keep the confidence
of the community through the increased ef :^''iciency of the school
system, the impartiality of its officials, and the farsighted-
ness find ^-justne^s of the policies of boards of education; f\nd
thnt departments of public relations, ^'hether in a system so
small that the superintendent is the department, or in a city
large enough to have its own organization, be established. Such
a policy will be a lep^itimate and necessary source of friend-
liness between a public school system and the community which I
it serves."
The following resolution of the National Education
|
i
Association likewise endorses the principle of educational
j
2 i
interpretation:
|
i
"The National Education Association Appreciates the
j
cooperation of newspapers, magazines, press associations, radioj
and oth-^r agencies in the interpretation of education: and urfre^
that further provision be made for the extention of cooperation
I
with these agencies to the end that the public may fully under-
stand the achievements, ideals, work, and the need of tre
schools ."
1. Department of Superintendence of the National Education
Association, Official Report of the 62nd Annual Convention,
Washington, D. C, February, 1932, p. 278.
2, National Education Association, 67th Annual Convention,
;
Atlanta, (Georgia. Proceeding's of the National Educ tion
Associ-^ tion, 1929, p. 1136.
I
i
I
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The necessity for a program of interpretation for
secondary schools was recof!;nized by a speaker before an annual
meeting of the Department of Secondary School Principals of the
National Education Association as follo^:'s:
something
two things
our profes
relatively
or impedin
education,
by well-in
and what
"'If education is to continue to receive and en.ioy
like adequate moral, popular, and financial support,
seem certain; First, the gap between the thinking of
sional leaders and that of the laymen rnu^t '^e kept
small. This must be accomplished without penalizing
(T the progress of our leaders. Second, blind faith iri
educational institutions, and methods must be replaced
formed, intelligent understanding of vhat we are doing
propose to do , » " 1
It seems ouite evident from the reports and conferences
I
held during 1934 that there has been a free ^nd frank discussiori
of school ne- s as is shovn by the following suggestion made to i
2 '
I
the Department of Superintendence:
;
"1. The Department of Superintendence should create
at once a full-time bureau vn'.th a personnel
trained newspaper writers,
2. On the staff of every superintendent of schools
there should be a competent person of newspaper
training who would devote at least a part of his
time to school publicity,
3. Schools of journalism should be asked to include
in their curriculuras courses in school publicity,
4. School administrators should be required to take
a course in public relations,"
3 4 5
Moehlman, Reynolds, and Miller and Charles, all
emphas-"ze the need for school news,
1, Morris?'ett, L. N., Principal, Classen High School, Oklahoma
City, Interpreting The Secondary School To The Public ,
United otates Gov't Printing Office, 1933, page 4,
2, Department of ouperintendence of the isiational liducation
Association, ufficial Report, Cleveland, Ohio, 1934, t. 164
3, Moehlman, Arthur, B, Public School Relations, Rand
McNally Co, 1927. p. "^D '
Reynolds, Rollo, G. Newspaper publicity for public Schools,4,
5.
Houghton, Mifflin Company, New York, p. 13.
Miller, ulyde, R, and Gharl(^s, .red: puPlicity and the
Public school, Houghton, mifflin Co., 1927, p, b,7.

Ill, WHAT CITIZENS KNOW ABOUT THEIR SCHOOLS.
j
William Hall Todd has made an intensive study on what
patrons know about the schools. He conducted his research as
follows
:
I
An examination consisting of 50 questions fashioned
after tbe true-false type was prepared and submitted to the
j
parents of Grade VI pupils in 17 cities, representing,
|
geographically, the east, the v/est, the north and the south of
Montclair, New Jersey, and varying widely in respect to
population. To facilitate administering the test the examina-
tion was divided into two parts. Form A and Form B, of twenty-
five que Pt ions each. Form A, which will he found on pages 43-
44 of Appendix A, was given to one half of the population test-
1
I
ed, and Form B, which will be found on pages 45-46 to the
other half, the division being made at random.
The examination involved 154,650 distinct responses
made by over 7,000 Individuals. These 154,650 responses were
j
checked, and tabulated. From the tabulations, statistical
|
i
treatment was applied to each distribution for central tendency,!
reliability, and variability. Questions were grouped into
categories nnd results so shown. The categories used were:
(1) The Board of Education
Under this topic, the author considered how represent-
atives should be chosen; what should be their powers and how
long their tenure. The questions for the board category were
iI
1
1
1
i
•
1
•
1
1
c
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selected because they are primary and are believed to reprosent
the fundamental principles of school government,
(2) Curriculum
The questions in this category aimed to discover if
health education was taught In the elementary school, if a
pupil could learn shorthand and typewriting in the public
schools, if Latin must be studied to graduate from the senior
high school, if home economics was offered, and a question
1
directed at junior high school information asked if all pupils
j
I
took the same work in the eighth grade. Another asks if the i
state prescribes textbooks to be used in the senior high school J
i
(3) Finance
Questions involving ?mnual expenditure, expenditures
by functions, per capita expenditure, bonded indebtedness, other
capital outlays, sources of revenue, tax rate, taxable wealth,
relative demands made for education as compared with total
municipal budget, were asked by Todd,
(4) Buildings
Questions under buildings dealt with the sufficiency
j
of building accomodations to house the pupils of the school
system.
(5) Pupils
Under this category, questions v;ere asked as to the
averas-e daily attendance in the entire school system, average
j
daily attendance in the senior high school, junior high schools^
kindergartens, and technical schools. Exact figures v ere not
•>
c
i
1
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iemfinded, merely approximations within 15 or 20 per cent of the
|
I
actual figures.
I
(6) Teachers
Two quep.tions concerned length of service and turnover;
one question asked as to the number of teachers employed in the
system: and three others dealt with minimum salaries paid
elementary school teachers, junior high school teachers, and
I
senior high school teachers, respectively.
j
I
(7) School Organization
|
One question asked if the school district provides
|
1
12 years of education, while another asked if kindergartens are
{
provided. Other questions tested for knowledge as to whether
j
the system provided school during the summer months; another
asked if continuation schools were provided,
(8) The Superintendent j
i
Three questions were devoted to the office of the cityj
school superintendent. They merely asked as to his name, if he
were a college graduate, and if he taught any subjects in the
high school.
In the selection of questions appropriate to his study
Todd used as criteria reports of city school surveys.
The highest percentage of right responses received by
any question on the paper was 96.1 per cent, the lov-est was 20.6
per cent. In the distribution of questions, according to
percentages of right responses received by each, the median
point is 55.3 per cent. On pages 48-50 v;ill be found the

results of the examination arranged in order of percentages
of right rer.ponses as made by all cases from all cities.
Results of this study are diagnostic to the extent of
the questions involved, and to the extent that each particular
question involved, and to the extent that each particular
Question may represent a specific phase of public school
1
information. Todd states that the results shoiAm for each
question are of significnnt and practical value to those
interested in public school administration, and especially for
those v/ho are responsible for the publicity program.
The results indicHte the relative amount of stress
reauired by ^ach type of information.
i
1. W. H. Todd, What Citizens Knov About Their Schools
,
|ContriDutions to education. No. 279 (Teachers College,
Columbia university, 1927 j , p. 85, 86.
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The following points suniTnariZG v / , H. Todd»s Study:
1. People have little idea as to the number of children in the
public schools; the number of teachers required, the cost o|
education, or their relative ability to support education.
On the v/hole Todd says they know just about fifty per cent
of v/hat is necessary for them to know about their schools
to enable them to give reasonably intelligent consideration
to public school affairs.
2. Todd believes the pul^lic should know the following
about the schools:
(1) The School Bonrd
(2) Curriculum
(3) Finance
(4) Duildings
(5) Pupils
(6) Teachers
(7) School Organization
(8) Superintendent
The points to be included under each of the above
categories are fully discussed on the preceding pages.
1. W. H. Todd, What Citizens Know About Their Schools
,
Contributions to u;ducntion. No. 279 (Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1927).
11
1
1
-r
i
1
i
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
i
1
1
i
1
i
1
i
r
1
1
r
r
1
1
1
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A. COMPARISON OP THE STTTDY BY W. H. TODD WITH NE'VS IN THE
SIX LEADING NEVi'SPAPERS OP BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
The follo'fring shows the total inches of nev;s space
devoted in the six Boston nev/spaper?^ analyzed "by the writer,
to the eipht caterories of information given by Todd, as news
necessary for all people to know aboi^t their schools.
Topic
CurrlculiJin
finance
Buildinp;s
Pnpils
Teachers
The School rioard
School Organ-
ization
iiuperintendent )
Name of Newspaper
Tt
646
T G
1,057 1,271
H
1,259 995 1,223
prom the foregoing, it -.'ill be seen that from Jiily,
1933, through June, 1934, the Boston Transcript devoted 646
inches of the total school news to the topics advocated by
Todd. The Boston Traveler devoted 1,057 inches, the Boston
Globe 1,271, the Boston Herald 1,259 inches, the Boston Post
995 inches, and the Boston American 1,223 inches.
1. W. H. Todd, What Citizens Know About Their Schools
,
Contributions to i^ducation. No. 279, (Teachers College,
Columbia university.)
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Paper Tt 646 4,061 15.9070
Paper T 1,057 10,749 9.83^
Paper G 1,271 14,467 8 ,78/5
Paper H 1,259 22,562 5 • 58/0
Paper P 995 7,778 12. ^9:;^
Paper A 1,223 9,537 12.81;«&
Below is shown the total inches of school nev/s in each of the
newspapers for the year; also, the percentage of nev.-s devoted
1
to the categories advocated by Todd, compared to the total
news in each paper.
Inches of ners Total inches of
given to topics School News to
all topicsadvocated by
Todd. found in the
Newspapers
.
Percentage of
news advocated
by 'I'odd, to
total school
News
.
Total 6,451 to9,154
Using the total inches of news given to topics
advocated by Todd in all t'-e nev/spapers as the unit, and
comparing the latter with the total inches of school news
devoted to all topics found in the six nev/spapers analyzed,
we find that the percentage is 9.40.
5ince 9.4^ of all news for the year is devoted to
material informing the public about matters which Todd believes
are necessary in order that citizens understand the working of
1. vv. H. Todd, What Citizens Knov/ ADout Their schools
.
Contributions to jiducation. No, 279, (Teache^-s College,
Columbia University.)

the public schools, it is readily seen that 90. 6;* of the school
nev's is devoted to topics outside the important categories,
namely, athletics and other extracurricular activities. As far
I
as the nev/spapera of the City of t50ston are concerned, it \
may be seen that there is a grent discrepancy between that which
Todd believes the citizens should knov; about their schools, and
j
the nev's that they actually are getting through their
nev;sp?ipers , The latter statement does not infwr that the
I
people knovv' only 9,4% of vhat they should know, but it does 1
mean that the nev/spapers are giving nine times as much space to
j
items outside the categories listed by Todd, than to those
which he believes are essential.

IV. \VHAT THu; Public wants to know about its schools.
Information concerning schools may be disseminated in
many ways, but it ia important to find out if the public is p-et-j
1
ting the type of information it most desires. Parley has
made an interesting study concerning the interests of school
patrons in topics of school nows in thirteen widely distrib-
uted cities. Below is a table showing his results.
Table I
Rank Order Interests of 5,067 School Patrons In The
Topics Of School Nev/s
.
Totals of
rtank
Mean
Rank
Order
Rank The Topics of school News
24,076 4.7 1 Pupil Progress and Achievement
24,117 4.7 2 Methods of inst^'uction
24,420 4.8 3 Health of Fupils
25,V31 5.0 4 Courses of study
28,408 5.6 5 Value of Educrtion
30,186 5.9 6 Discipline and wehavior of j^upils
32,791 6.4 7 Teachers and school Officers
37,134 7.3 8 Attendance
40,706 8.0 9 School buildings and Building
Program
45,805 9.0 10 Business Management and Finance
46,tD06 9.1 11 Board of jyducation
49,294 9.7 12 Parent-Teachers Association
51,240 10.1 13 Jixtracurrlcular activities
Farley found that school patrons said they wanted to
know what their children are being taught, how they are being
taught, what results are being achieved, and how the puDlic
schools affect the physical welfare of their children, xn
commenting upon the findings. Parley states: "The patron could
1. Parley, B. M. \Vh9t To Tell The People About The Public
Schools
,
Contributions to iiducatlon. No. 355, Teachers
College, \Columbla University, 1929, p. 17.
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not have declared himself more receptive to the type of
puDlicity for vihich the school publicist most needs to secure
acceptance. in terms of educational results the people ask,
what are you doing? How do you do it? Of what value is itv
They are not asking how much it costs, or hov/ well the pupils
are housed, or whether the teacher admonishes them vith kind-
ness, or whether proper accounting is made of funds. They are
ready to listen to the educator tell them that the results
achieved in the schools are desirable, that they are achieved
by efficient, scientific methods, that children are taught
useful habits nnd skills, that their physical welfare is not
neglected. They are ready to hear the province of puDlic school
educpitlon defined, and the trust placed in the education
profession .iustified,"
1
Mr. Parley obtainalhis data by analyzing the field
of school news into fourteen topics. These v.ere suomitted
to 5,067 school patrons, who were asked to rank the topics in
the order of interest. The topics were then ranked in order
of importance according to the size of the mean ranking, and
the latter order taken as the rank order of interest value of
topics of school news.
After obtaining the rank order of interests i-arley
measured the school news in ten cities where he had asked the
patrons what they were interested in, and found the following:
Table 11.^
Topical Distribution by Column inches From Nev/spaper^ of 10 Citiesl
Buildings and building Program 1,595.5
1. B. M. Parley, what To Tell The People About The Public
Schools
,
Contributions to jiducation. No , 355 (Teachers
College, C-)lumbia University, 1929. p. 46
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Health of rupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Kducation and Administration
xiusiness Management and Finance
Methods of instruction
Course of t>tudy
Attendance
jeupil proprress and Achievement
Discipline
Extrn-Curricular Activities
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Total
Inches
-l,306.b
3,221.
2,057.5
1,903.
1.132.
1,947.
508.
2,217.5
658.5
18,497.5
3,614.5
39,265.
The table below shows the percentages of news space
devoted to the various school activities.
Table ill
PERCiiiNTAGiiS OF NE'^/S SPACE DEVOTED TO VARIOUS SCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
Topic
Extra-curricular Activities
Teachers And school Officers
pri rent-Teachers Association
Pupil jr'rogress and Achievement
Board of Education and Administration
Course of Study
Business Management and i'inance
Buildings
Health
Methods of instruction
Discipline
Value of Education
Attendance
Fer-Cent
47.1
9.2
8.2
5.6
5.2
5.0
4.8
4.1
3.3
2.9
1.7
1.5
1.5
Total 99.9
1. B. M. Farley, what To Tell The People About The mblic
schools
,
Contributions to iiducation. No. 355 (Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1929), p. 49
I
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I
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It will readily be seen that there is a very great
|
i
discrepancy between the intere^-ts as expressed by the patrons
and the amo-unt of space devoted to the topics of g'reat'^st
interest. This relationship is shown below:
j
Table IV
Disagreement Between Interest Of Patr -ns |
1
And News Space Covered lij The Topics Of Interest.
Rank Colmnn inches % of Total
Accord Ing Of Space Nev.s Space
To Interest Topic Covered^
1. /pupil progress and
/ Achievement
2. \ Methods of instruction
3. ] Health of Pupils
4. \ Courses of otudy 9,675.2t> 24.6
5. j Value of iiducation
6. / Discipline and
V Behavior
7. / Teachers
8. \ Attendance
9.
)
ijuilfiings and Building 29,589.75 75.4
J Program
10.
I
Business Management and
) Finance
11 , / Board of Education
12, I Farent-Teacher Associftion
13. Extracurricular Activities
The first six interests were given 9, 675. 25 inches
of nev s space, or 24.6/0, while the last seven interests in
rank order, were given 29, 589 .'S inches, or 75.4/o of all the
school news.
1. B. M. Parley, What To Tell The People About The Public
schools
,
Contributions to i^ducation. No. 355 (Teachers
college, Coluint)ia University, 1929, p. 53.
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A. COMrARISON OF TPIE STUDY BY B. M. FAHLBY V/ITH NEWS IN THE
SIX LEADING NI'r;Sl'APE?.S OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
On the following page will oe found a table shov/ing
j
i
the total number of inches of school ne^vs devoted to each
|
topic in each of the six ne^vspapers analyzed in this study,
as well as the total number of inches of news in all the
newspapers for each topic. Also, the percent of school news
devoted to each tof)ic in each newspaper, compared with all
I
the school news in each paper, and the total percent devoted
j
i
to each topic in all the newspapers.
I

To-pic
TABLE V
Total Inches of School Mevrs For Each Paper In Each Tojic
Percent of Each Topic In Each Paper Compared. ^Yith All School News In Each Paper
Total Inches In Al!l Six Newspapers For Each Topi®
Percent of Total By Topics In All Newspapers
i'otal Inchess of
School News for
Each Paper in
Each Topic
t--i
o
CO
ci
Post
o
rO
O
rH
U
t—
r.
(l>
rH
(a
>
u
c
o
.H
u
a
o
+-
w
o
Boston
Bost
on
Boston
c
O
pq
Boston
School Buildini^s and
Building Program 118 211 113 199 106 70
Health of Pupils 46 126 111 154 187 123
P. 14 16 000 61 108 5
Board of Education
and Administration
171 260 479 405 396 466
Business l/an?gement 109 169 325 211 ' 98 363
Methods of Instrtiction 96 48 42 8 126 122
Course of Study 17 000 167 61 115 A
A tt end a nee 163 50 146 71 49 64
Pupil Pro.r^ress 54 64 66 151 51 97
Discipline 75 356 390 3 34 694 596
Extra-curricular
Activities 135 565 1,333 797 742 245
/:thletics 2,762 5,614 10,984 17,842 7,124 4 , P47
Teachers and Officers 194 291 288 29 3 406 227
Vslxie of Ed\i,oation T07 000 64 5 248
Spelling Bees 000 8 000 1,911 542 2 ,060
Totals for So,ch Paper 4,061 7,778 14,4 67 22,562 10,749 9> 537
u
o
(C
a
u
c
o
o
1.13
.35
4.21
2.68
2.36
.42
4.02
1.33
1 .84
3. 32
4.78
2.64
.CO
Per-cent of Each Topic In T^ach Paper
Compared wiith All School Nevrs in
Each Paper
CO
c
d.
ci
o
-p
CO
o
2.72
1.63
.22
3.36
2.18
.62
.00
.65,
.82
4.58
7.29
72.19
3.75
.00
.5D1
o
o
0
c
+
to
O
P
178
.77
.00
3.31
2.25
.20
1 .15
1.01
.46
2.69
9.22
75.92
1.90
.16
.00
H
C3
U
ID
O
.88
.68
.27
1.80
.94
.04
. 27
.32
.67
1.48
3.53
79.08
1.29
.28
E-'
«
O
P
CO
O
.99
1.74
1 .00
3.68
.91
1.17
1.07
/46
.47
6.46
6.90
66.28
3.78
.05
5.04
o
•p
n
o
p~.
.7?
1.29
.05
4.88
3.82
1.28
.04
.68
1.03
6.24
2.57
50.82
2.37
'!.60
21. 60
100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 IOC .00 |59,
n
U
(D
•H c8 O
CO CO p,
<D O
O
H K O
•rl cC
rH to Ed
c£
+>rH U
O iH O
1^ . &,
7
747
204
2,177
1,275
442
364
543
48^
2,445
3,817
49, 173
1,699
447
4,521
154
P, (0
O fn
4)
> . c4
CO
rH ^
cC «
o
^ rH
1.2
1.1
.3
3.1
1.9
.6
.5
.8
.7
3.5
5.5
71 .1
2.5
.6
6.5
99.9

By comparing the total inches devoted to each topic
in the six nev/spapers , ^-ith the rank of each topic according
to interest found in Parley's study, it will be seen that
there is a great disagreement. The chart on the following
page takes the rank order of topics according to interest,
and definitely shows that the disagreement is prevalent in
each newspaper. The table shows that the first seven topics
of interest, (pupil progress, methods of instruction, health
of pupils, course of study, value of eduction, discipline,
and teachers) are given the following amount of space;
buildings and building program, buf^iness management and finances,
board of education, parent-teacher associntion, extracurricular
activities, and athletics) are given the follo'ving amount of
space
:
Boston Transcript
Boston Traveler
Boston Globe
Boston Herald
Boston Post
Boston American
589 Inches
1,584 Inches
1,087 Inches
1,065 Inches
885 Inches
1,417 Inches
The last seven topics of interest, (attendance.
Boston Transcript
Boston Traveler
Boston Globe
Boston Herald
Boston Post
Boston American
5,472 Inches
9,165 Inches
13,380 Inches
21,497 Inches
6,893 Inches
8,120 Inches

Belov/ is a chart showing that the disagreement is
also great when comparing all the newspapers as a unit. The
first seven Interests were p:iven 6,627 inches of space, while
the last seven Interests were given 62,527 inches.
TA.BLE VI
DISAGREEMNT BEWEEN INTERESTS OF PATRONS AND NEVrS SPACE IN
SIX LEADING NEWSPAPERS OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Rank Accord-
ing to In-
terest
Column Inches of News
Topic Space covered in Each
Paper
Per-cent
of Total
1. Pupf.l Progress and
Achievement
2. I'ethods of Instruc-
tion
3. Health of Pupils
4. Course of Study
5. VsLuG of Education
6. Discipline and
Beha-vi or
7. Teachers
8« Attendance
9» Building and
Building Program
lo« Business Mana^e-
mer t
11. Board of Education
12. Parent Teacher Assoc.]
13. Extra-nurrioular Ac-
tivities (i:xcluding
Athletics
14. Athletics
15. Spelling Bees
7T
589 1,584 1,087 1,065 885 1,417. 14.53 14.74 751 4.72
3,472 9,165 13,380 21,497 6,893 8,120
85.47 85.25 9E49 952 8 8
;1
i
t
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
!
1
i
1
i
i
;
i
1
1
1
i
1
,i .
-
%
T
11
1
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Table VII
Disagreement Between Interests Of Patrons and Nev/s
Space In The Six Leading Newspapers of Boston, Mass
.
Rank Ac-
cording Topic
to interest
Column
Inches of
Space Cover-
ed.
% of Total
Nev's Space
^ Pupil progress and
Achievement
Methods of Instruction
3.
1
Health of Pupils
4.
5.
Course of Study
Value of Education
6,627 9.58
6. Teachers
•7. Discipline and Behavior
8. Attendance
••( Buildings and BuildingFrogrsm
10. \ Business Management and
r inance 62,527 Qn A.O
11. ^V Board of fiduc-tion
12. Parent-Teacher Association
13. Extracurricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
14. \ Athletics
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
—
—
' 1
i
i
I
i
i
1
•
•
-
!
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
4 .
1
1
r
ii
1.
Ii
i'l
il
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TABLE YITT
SCHOOL HEWS IN BOSTON PAPFRS
RANKET^ 1, L- 'OUNT,
TEST AMOUNT
15.
Names of Ne^rspapers
^?oston Transcript
Boston Traveler
Boston Globe
Boston Hersia
Boston Post
Boston American
u
Pi d Q
« c •H •H "J
o •H
^> -P r-l CO
PI o
-t-> +=
ce O ,'- ^
to « o < -P C a
01 O 4) c < O
•H
o
to S Kl «) •H s cC m •H
rH •H <D + e6 tp P
C! •H t If! i-H C tp dS
P. O O «^ c: P -H c o
rC O ^
Co piH t< O CO +^ cr. •H p •c
•H Ph S a f
c c o o Jh o CO <t
CQ til) O «H +' m • Pi u e •H P K C tpO CO w o t. C- Pi « iH O «. •n CO c r
-P .H •c •c !> P. 1 - PO tC d c c o CO C rH t) •H ce (L 4} r-O rH rH •H c6 ^ U C •rt 'H o U M •C P r-
^ .H u <fl 2 w a -p (0 -p (t ,r o rH CO P o >cj P Ti c P o •H -P ci
CTj CC m p- ^; PI K -P 0. c
.
E-
6 17 1^ 3 7 9 13 4 > 1 1 r 1
11 7 10 6 12 8 9 14 13 o 1 5 15
/
9 10 14 5 1? 7 1 T /I 1 6 13 1"
8 9 14 4 7 15 13 11 1 0 5 o 1 6 12
6 1 ? tr 7 11 14 10 g 3 2 1 4 15
12 1 If^ 1 - 1"^ T 0
5 7 1 c 6
4
The chart on the preceding page shov'3 the rrnk
order of the amoiints of newspaper space devoted to the topics
of school news In the Boston ne^.spapers . The greetent amount
is given rank 1, and the least amount rank lb.
The chart shows the following significant facts:
1. Athletics in all tne nev/spapers was given
the most space. (71,1)& of the vjhole)
2. Nev.'s concerning courses of study, attendance,
pupil progress and achievement, and value of
education are in the lov/er half of all the
newspapers.
3. information about the hoard of education and
administration was given 5,1% of the v/hole,
4. Business management and finance rank
high in all the newspapers except one,
( 1,9% of the whole.
j
5. Extracurricular activities rank second
in three of the six ne^vspapers,
6. Methods of instruction rank lov. in all the
newspapers
.
On the following page is a chart showing the
disagreement between the interests of patrons, and nev/s space
devoted to the topics of interest in all the newspapers of
Boston, Massachusetts,
1i
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Table IX.
Disagreement Between Interests Of Patrons And News
Space By Topics Of Interest In The Six Leading
Boston Newspapers
,
Rank Rank According To
According 1 Space- -de voteg"
To Interest DiAPing Year.
1 fupil Progress and Achievement 10
2 Methods of instruction 12
3 Health of Pupils 8
4 Value of Education 13
5 Course of Study 11
6 Discipline and Dehavior 3
7 Teachers and school Officers 5
8 Attendance 9
9 Buildings 7
10 Business Management and Finance 6
11 Board of Education 4
12 Parent-Teachers Association 14
13 Extracurricular Activities (Not Athletics) 2
14 Athletics 1
1. 3. M. Farley, what To Tell The People About The Public
Schools
, Contributions to Education, No. 355 (Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1929) P. 53.
I1
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V. ANALYSIS Oh^ KDlTORlALS AND AHTiCLiitt APPEARING ON PAGl': ONE i
OF THE BOSTON N'EWSPAPEHS.
A, Analysin of i;,ditorials ,
One may easily see the editorial policy of each
newspaper concerning puDlic education by consulting the
tabulation v/hich appears on pages 158-58 of Appendix D. The
writer in this section discusses the editorials on education
of each newspaper.
Boston American
The Boston American Published thirty-one editorials
during the year on public school education.
Five editorials discussed the value of education,
|
They v^ere "school First", "Trade Schools of Value", "Boston
Trade School", "New York Keeps Schools Fully Open," and
"Common Sense and EiducationV
.
The following editorials showed the need for schools:
(1) "School First".
(2) "False Economy".
(5) "Crippled Schools Means Increase in Juvenile
Delinquency"
.
(4) "Schools Need One Himdred Million Dollars".
Three editorials dealt v/ith the teachers. They v ere
"Teach??r3 On Strike", "A Teacher Can Do Without Pay", "Disloya
Teacher."
The remainder of the editorials discussed various
phases of our public school system. The headings are as
f ollo^>is:
1•
1
1
•
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
j
1
1
t
i
"Patrick Kennedy School"
"American school System Faces Crisis"
"This Is Educ^^tion Week"
"Our Schools Stand By"
"Camp Schools"
"George Washington's Aid To Education"
"Honoring Our Parents"
"Dep»t Of Education Needed"
"The Shadow"
"Can You Spell It"
"Full School Of Jails"
"Our Schools Not Soap Boxes"
"Are Old Ways Best In School Today"
"Education Faces Test"
Boston Traveler
During the course of the year the Boston Traveler
published twenty-seven editorials on our schools.
Three discussed teachers. They were, "Christmas
Presents For Teachers," "Women Teaching Boys", and "Teaching
Teachers"
.
Five editorials commented upon undesirable
disciplinary problems which occured during the school season.
"School Secret Societies", "Attention School Teachers", "Reds
Fire Kindergarten", "School Strikes", and "Adolescent Agitator^
Seven editorials pertained directly to school
administr tion, "School System Threatened", "Change The
School Law," "Homelessons"
,
"Encourage School Athletics", "V/esIf
Roxbury Hifrh School", "Children and the N.R.A."
The remaining twelve editorials were entitled:
"Michael H. Cro^dey School"
"Chairman Tobin"
"Teaching Young To Shoot Straight"
"Education at Its Best"
"The Fix"
1i
1
i
i
1
!
1
1
I
i
i
1
t
1
1
"Sixth Grade Minds"
"Spelling Bee"
"School Strikes"
"No Ice Water For Playprounds"
"New HifTh School May Be Lost"
"School Boys On Parade"
"School Cannot Afford It"
Boston Herald
Fifteen editorials on public education appeared from
July, 1933, to June, 1934, in the Boston Herald,
Three editorials were favorable to public school
education. They were "Lucky Student", "Don't Blame The
School," SLurl "a Teacher Of Teachers".
The remaining editorials commented on:
"With The School Boys"
"School Lunches Again"
"Too Many Teachers"
"That Meiroae Strike"
"The School Oath"
"High School Post-Graduates"
"Quincy and Football"
"Teacher vs. Specialist"
Boston Transcript
Although there v/ere only fourteen editorials in
the Boston Transcript, all v;ere favoraole toward education,
iiispecially so were the following: "Textbook Language",
"Schools Forever", and "Nev/ Civics". The latter were very
constructive in their analysis of the respective problems.
The headings of the other eleven editorials follow:
"The Chastised Child" ^
"A School Per Pupil" /
"Urges Teachers To Drop SoDbery"
i
1
1
i
•
1
i
0
1
"Mrs. Ellis Many Years a Teacher"
"Schools Open"
"school Murals"
"Quovades, Education"
"San Francisco's Astronomical nigh School"
"N. R. A. Tilts"
"Are ve Educating More Young Than
We Can Support"
Boston Glooe
inuring the period from July, 1P33 to June, 1934,
eight editorials on education were published in the Boston
Globe, The headings are as follows:
"The Class Will Come To Order"
"iVhat Do Teachers Do In The Summer"
"Thinking Citizens"
"Millions Without School"
"Exhibit at Trade School"
"Pair Play For Pupils Marks"
"New Deal In School Room"
"Wrote Plays While In Grammar School"
Boston Post
Only three editorials on education appeared in
the Boston Post during the year. One discussed dress in
school, another church and school, and the third an
unfavorable phase of a school situation.
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B. ANALYST .S OF ARTICLES APPEARING ON PAGE ONK OF THK SIX
LEADING NE'.'VSPAPERS .
It is interesting to analyze the kinds of articles
pertaining to education v/hich appeared on the first page of
the newspapers in the City of Boston. These may be found on
pages 145-151 of the Appendix. A count showed that over fifty
percent of the articles concerned themselves with discipline
and behavior of pupils, in other words, it is the scandal
which always is placed on page one of all the newspapers, it
is a common sight to see vandalism and possible strikes in
schools, in large type on page one,
Boston American
Twenty-three articles appeared on page one of the
Boston American.
Fourteen articles discussed discipline and behavior
of pupils. Pour concerned themselves with administrative
problems. Two articles discussed financial situations. The
other three dealt with athletics, the death of a student, and
the sending home of pupils on account of an unheated room.
Boston Traveler
During the year, thirty-eight articles appeared on
page one. Twenty-two articles took up various disciplinary
problems. Five articles discussed teachers, and four,
administrative problems. The remainder commented upon pupils,
teachers, and extracurricular activities. (See Appendix D)
11
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Boston Herald
From July, 1933, to J\me, 1934, the Boston Herald
had twenty-four articles appearing on page one.
ijileven articles commented upon the behavior of pupils,
Finances v/ere the subject matter of tv^o articles; grading and t
marking of three articles; teachers the subject matter of
three; and, pupils of tv.o articles. The other three articles
|
discussed administrative problems,
|
j
Boston Transcript
|
i
The Boston Transcript had twenty-eight articles
j
on public education appearing on page one.
Thirteen articles pertained to discipline and
behavior of pupils. Three articles to finances, two to school
committees, three to teachers and officers, and two to pupils.
The remaining five articles devoted their contents to
extracurriculnr activities,
Boston Globe
The Boston Globe had fourteen articles on page one.
The articles consisted of items in the folloving categories:
four to teachers, two to finances, five to discipline and
behavior of pupils, two to administration, and one to the
school committee,
Boston Post
Twenty articles on education appeared on the first
page of this newspaper.
1t
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Nine articles had as their subject the problem
of discipline and behavior; two articles had student
activities as their subject; two had achievement, tv/o had
athletics, one had administration, one finance, and the
remaining three discussed extracurricular activities.
11
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VI. Summary and conclusions.
Belmont Parley in his dissertation, "What To Tell The
People About The Public Schools" found that the public's
interest ranked in the follov.-inp; order by topics:
1. Pupil Prof^ress and Achievement
2. Methods Of Instruction
3. Kealth Of Pupils
4. Course Of Study
5. Value Of Education
6. Discipline and Behavior
7. Teachers
8. Attendance
9. Buildings and Building Proe^ram
10. Business Management and Finances
11, Board Of Education
12, Parent-Teacher Association
13. Extracurricular Activities
After a careful analysis of the news in the follov/ing
newspapers
:
1. Boston American
2. Boston Post
3. Boston Traveler
4. Boston Transcript
5. Boston Herald
6. Boston Globe
from July, 1933 to J\ine, 1934, the v/riter found the space
devoted to each topic according to the following percentage
Percent Of All
Topic Nev's opace.
Athletics 71.1
spelling Bees 6.5
Extracurricular Activities 5.5
Discipline and Behavior 3.5
Board of Education 3.1
Teachers and Officers 2.5
Business Management 1.9
School Buildings 1.2
Health of Pupils 1.1
Attendance .8
Pupil progress .7
Value of Education .6
Methods of Instruction .6
Course of Study .5
P. T. A. .3

4- =:
Farley found that pupil progress and achievement, methods
of instruction, health of pupils, course of study, value
of education, discipline and behavior, and teachers, which
were the first seven topics according to interest, occupied.
24,6?^ of the total news space, while the last seven
interests v.-hich were attendance, buildings, business
management, board of education, parent-teacher association'^
extracurricular activities, and athletics, covered 75.4%
of the total news space, in this study, the writer found
that the first seven interests in rank order occupied but
9.58%' of the total news space, v/hile the last seven
interests in rank order occupied 90,42% of all the school
1
news in the six nev/spapers of Boston, Massachusetts, it
is indeed significant to see that extracurricular
activities, including athletics, last in rank according
to interest, is first in space covered in both studies.
2
»«. H. Todd believes the public should knov; the following
about the schools:
(1) The School Board
(2) Gur-riculum
(3) Finance
(4) Buildings
(5) Teachers
(6) Pupils
(7) School Organization
(8) Superintendent
Farley, B. M. V'/hat To Tell The People About The Public
Schools
,
Contributions to Education, No. 355, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1929.
Todd, W. H, ^''/hat Citizens Know About Their Schools
,
Contriuutions to Education, No. 279 (Teachers College
,
Columbia University, 1927)
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5. In the newspapers of Boston, Massachiisetts, from July, 1934
to June, 1034, the writer found 6,451 Inches of space
devoted to topics v/hich Todd deems absolutely necessr'ry
for the patron to knov/ in order to understand the public
j
schools. The 6,451 inches represent 9.4^ of all the news
published over the period of the year in the newspapers.
Nine times as much news space was given to topics not
advocated by Todd, than to the categories advocated by him
6. There is a great disagreement betv-een points advocated by
Todd and Parley, and the news as analyzed in this study,
7. During the year the Boston American had 31 editorials,
the Traveler 27, the Herald 15, the Transcript 14, the
Globe 8, and the Post 3. The editorial policy of the
Boston American, Transcript, and Globe, was very favorable
to public school education.
8. Prom July, 1933, to June 1934, the Boston American had
23 articles appearing on page one, the Traveler 38, the
Herald 24, the Transcript 28, the Globe 14, and the Post
20. All the newspapers featured problems arising from
discipline and behavior on the first page. Administrative
problems appeared next in frequency, -vhile news concerning
teachers appeared occasionally.
9. Many of the criticisms of education in the City of Boston
are leveled at those phases of the educational program
upon which patrons are offered the least information
through the newspape->^s , All those responsible for the
II
1
i
i
I
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dissemination of news refrarding the school are over-
emphasizing the time devoted to what many people call "fads
and frills."
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Form A Test aheet Used At Montclalr, New Jersey, Fubllc t>chool3
Home Work m Civics and citizenship.
concerning the
s best you can.
" or "No". To
a pencil under
n. To answer
under the word
or both, your
to these
teachers or
Directions: This paper contains a few questions
Montcialr i^ublic schools. rlease answer them a
iiach question can be answered correctly by "Yes
answer "Yes" to any question, draw a line with
the word "Yes" typed at the left of the questio
"No" to any question, draw a line with a pencil
"No" typed at the left of the question,
flease get your rather or your Mother,
Father and your Mother, to tell you the ansv;ers
questions as best they can, i'lease do not ask
school officials for answers.
The Questions
Is the Chairman of the Board of Education Mr, Richard
T. Greene?
Can the board of education legally spend money for
new buildings without favorable vote of the people?
Is Mr, Frank G, Pickell City Superintendent of
schools?
Are the regular meetings of the board of education
open to the public?
Does Montclair receive any money from the state to
help pay the cost of public education?
Is the tax rate for school purposes in Montclair
greater than ^ 1,30 assessed valuationv
Does Montclair have enough elementary schools so
there is no overcrowding in the classrooms?
Does Montclair employ as many as 350 teachers,
supervisors, and principals in its schools?
Are there as many as 7,000 pupils in average daily
attendance in the Montclair public schools?
schools take the same school work?
Does the superintendent of schools teach any subje<
in the senior high schools?
is the annual expenditure for schools in Montclair
as much as ^ 1,250,000?
Does Montclair have two senior high school building
Do any Montclair school teachers receive a salary
of less than 1,500 a year?
Are there as many as 190 teaching days in the regu"
school year?
Does every girl have to study home economics one oi
more years in the oenior High school to graduate?
No Yes 1
No Yes 2
No Yes 3
"No J. ^ O 4
No Yes 5
No Yes 6
No Yes 7
No Yes 8
No Yes 9
No
No
Yes
Yes
10
11
No Yes 12
No Yes 13
No
No
Yes
Yes
14
15
No Yes 16
No Yes 17
1. W. H. Todd, yyhat Citizens Know About Their schools
.
Contributions to Education, No. 279 (Teachers (jollege,
Columbia university, 1927), p. 15, lb.
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No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
Form A (Continued)
Is the bonded indebtedness of Montclair for school
purposes between 1,500,000 and ^ 2,000,000?
Do any of the Senior High School pupils have to travel
from home to school more than 2 miles?
Does Montclair have as many as 40 new teachers coming
on the teachinp staff every year?
Are there as many as 2,000 pupils in average daily
attendance in Montclair Junior Hiph Schools?
22 Does Montclair provide schools during the sujnmer
months for those v^ho care to attend?
Does the state prescribe v/hat is to be taught in the
elementary schools?
Can a boy or a girl learn shorthand and typev/riting
in the Montclair public schools?
Is 5 acres more land than needed as a site for a
large elementary school?
In answering these questions I was helped by: My
father My mother Both...,, Draw a line
under the words "My Father" if helped by Father,
Draw a line under the words "My Mother" if helped
by Mother, Draw a line under the word "Both" if
helped by both. Father and Mother.
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
Name of School Grade y/rite Name Here.
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Form B Test Sheet As Used At Montclalr, New Jersey, PublicT
School s
.
Home work in civics and citizenship.
Directions ; This paper contains a few questions concerning the
Montclalr Public Schools, Please answer them as best you can.
Each qi3estion can be answered correctly by "Yes" or "No." To
answer "Yes" to any question, draw e ine with a pencil under
the word "Yes" typed at the left of the question. To answer
"No" to any question, draw a line with a pencil under the word
"No" typed at the left of the question.
Please get your Father or your Mother, or both, your
Father and your Mother, to tell you the ansv/ers to these
questions as best they can. Please do not ask teachers or
school officials for answers.
No Yes 1
No Yes 2
No Yes 3
No Yes 4
No Yes 5
No Yes 6
No Yes 7
No Yes 8
No Yes 9
No Yes 10
No Yes 11
No Yes 12
No Yes 13
No Yes 14
No Yes 15
No Yes 16
No Yes 17
The Questions
Are members of the board of education appointed to
office by the mayor?
ings in use?
Does Montclalr receive any money as scl
the federal /rovernment?
Do Montclalr school teachers remain in
average as long as 5 years?
Are there as many as 1,500 pupils In a'
attendance in the senior high schools?
fourth grade?
six members?
municipal purposes spent in support of public
education?
Does Montclalr have six junior high schools in
operation?
Do the salaries of teachers, supervisors, and school
principals amount to as much as $ 800,000 a year?
In the past 3 years has the number of school pupils
in average daily attendance increased as much as 500?
Must a pupil study Latin to graduate from the Senior
High School?
Does the board of education have legal power to levy
taxes for school purposes?
Is the annual school expenditure per pupil in average
daily attendance between 140 and 150?
Are 10 acres more land than needed as a site for a
large Senior High School?
1. W. H. Todd, ^Vhat Citizens Know About Their Schools
,
Contributions to iiducation. No, 279 (Teachers College,
Columbia university, 1927;, p. 17, 18,
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No Yes
Nb Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
Form B (Continued)
18 Do any Montclair j\inlor hijo;h school teachers receive
a salary of less than 1,500 a year?
19 Does the Montclair school system provide continuation
schools?
20 Does the state prescribe certain textbooks which
must be used in the ^enior High Schools?
21 Is Health Education taught in the elementary schools?
22 Are members of the board of education chosen to
office for a term as long as 5 years?
23 Is the taxable property in Montclair between ^115,000,
000 and ij{)125,000,000 assessed valuation?
24 Does Montclair need more senior high school accomo-
dations to house its pupils?
25 Do the junior high schools try to teach a boy or girl
a trade?
In answering these questions I was helped by •
My Father My Mother Both, my Father and My
Mother, Draw a line under the words "My Father" if
helped by father. Draw a line under the words "My
Mother" if helped by Mother. Draw a line under the
words "Both, my Father and my Mother" if helped by
both Father and Mother,
Name of School Grade write Name Here,
Form B
iI
I
I
I
II
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INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE FORMS WHEN SAME
WERE PLACED IN THE HANDS OF TEACHERS FOR DISTRIBUTION TO
PUPILS.
Memorandum To Teachers
You have been handed approximately nn equal number
of two forms—i-brm A and Form B—designated "Home Viork in Civics
and citizenship." Please hand thene forms to your pupils in
the afternoon session to-day requesting them urgently to do
this "Home Work" and return same to you to-morrow morning. If
any fail to return the forms tomorrow morning, urge them to do
so after the noon hour. All forms must be brought in not later
than the next following morning.
As forms are returned to you by pupils, please check
each form to see that pupil has not neglected to underscore the
word "Father", or "Mother," or the words "Both, my Father and my
Mother" as requested in footnote on each form.
flease do not send two forms to any one home. Give out
approximately the snme n^umber of each form. if you have, say
40 pupils in your class give form A to say, 20 pupils and Form B
to the other 20 pupils.
On the form returned by each pupil, please write the
vocation of the pupil's parent or guardian, taking the data from
your records.
Fill in the n\amber of each form given out and the
number of each form returned Dy pupils, in the places for same
provided below, Enclose this memorandum with the forms when you
send in same.
Please send the returned forms to the central Admin-
istration offices, addressed to the superintendent,
Form A
Number given to pupils
number returned by pupils
Form B
Number given to pupils
Number returned by pupils
To presen'i more clearly the nature of the test forms,
!|the chart sh-- vs copies of the identical test sheets used in
jlMontclair, Naw Jersey, To adapt the forms to another city, it
i|became necessary to cbange names and figures to make the
lexamination fit the new community,
J . _____ i

1ALL QUESTIONS OP THE EXAMINATION ARKANGED IN OHDm OF PERCENT-
AGES OP KIGHT RESPONSES AS MADE HY ALL CASES PHOM ALL
CITIES. 1
Rank Per Cent Question
ii
1 96.9
2 93.4
3 93.1
4 86.3
5 85.9
6 81.0
7 78.8
8. 77.7
9 76,7
10 76.1
11 75.9
12 73.0
13 71.7
14 69.9
15 69.4
16 67.7
17 67.6
18 67.3
19 65.6
20 64.2
21 63.1
22 61.8
Is Mr. (Name of superintendent) City
Superintendent of Schools?
Is health education taught in the elementary
school?
Is the superintendent of schools a college
graduate?
Do the public schools provide 12 years of
education?
Does (name of city) provide high schools during
the summer months for those who care to attend?
Is the chairman of the board of education Mr,
(Name of chairman)?
Can a boy or a girl learn shorthand and
typewriting in (name of city) public schools?
Do (name of city) school teachers remain in the
service on the average as long as 5 years?
Does (the name of city; provide school during
the summer months for those who care to attend?
Does the (name of city) school system provide
kindergartens?
Are there as many as (X) pupils in average dail
attendance in (name of city) technical schools?'
Does (name of city; have (X) senior high school!
buildings?
I
Are members of the board of education appointed
to office by the mayor?
Does (name of city) have any small portable
school buildings in use?
Does (name of city) receive any money from the
state to help pay the cost of public education?
Does (name of city) have (X) .iunior high schoolf
in operation?
Does the superintendent of schools teach any
subjects in the senior high schools?
Do all pupils in the eighth grade take the same
school work?
Do any of the senior high school pupils have to
travel from home to school more than 2 miles?
Does (name of city) have (X) school buildings
in use exclusive of small portables?
Does the state prescribe what is to be taught
in the elementary school?
Do all pupils in the eighth grade in the junior
high schools take the same work?
1. W. H. Todd, What Citizens Know About Their Schools
,
Contrloutlons to Education, No. 279 (Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1927) p. 53, 54, 55,

23 61.8 Do all pupilf? in the eighth grade in the junior
high schools take the same work?
24 60.8 Are the regular meetings of "che board of education
open to the public?
25 60.4 Do all schools in the city teach the same work in
the fourth grade?
26 59,4 Must a pupil study Latin to graduate from the aenior
High School?
27 54,7 Does the (name of city) provide continuation schools
28 54.2 In the past 3 years has the number of schools
increased ^n daily attendance as much as (X)?
29 53.6 Are 5 acres more land than needed as a site for a
large elementary school?
30 53.0 Does (name of city) have enough elementary schools
so there is no overcrowding in classrooms?
31 52.1 Are members of the board of education chosen to
office for a term of 5 years?
32 48.7 Do any (name of city) senior high school teachers
receive a salary of less than ($X) a year?
33 48.7 Does (name of city; have as many as (X) teachers
coming on the teaching staff every year?
34 46.7 Are sr^ecial clas-^-es provided for mentally defective
children?
35 45.6 Should a school classroom have windows on two sides?
36 45.5 Are 40 cents of every dollar raised by taxes for
all municipal purposes spent in support of public
education?
37 44.7 Do any (name of city) school teachers receive a
salary of less than l^X) a year?
38 44.6 Are 10 acres more land than needed as a site for a
large senior high school?
39 44.3 Is the tax rate for school purposes in (name of city
greater than ^ 1.30 per ^ 100 assessed valuation?
40 43.7 Are there as many as (X) pupils in average daily
attendance (name of city) in junior high schools?
41 43.7 Does the board of education have legal power to
levy taxes for school purposes?
42 42.4 Are there as many as 190 school days in the regular
school year?
43 42,3 Are there as many as (X) pupils in average daily
attendance in the (name of city) public schools?
44 41,3 Is the taxable property in (name of city) betv/een
($X) and (fX)?
45 39,1 Is the bonded indebtedness of (name of city) for
school purposes between ('!pX) and ($X)?
46.39,1 Does (name of cityj receive any money as school aid
from the Federal Government?
47 39,0 Is the annual school expenditure per pupil in average
daily attendance between (?^X) and (fX)?
48 37.7 Does every girl have to study home economics one or
more years in the senior high school to graduate?
49 35.7 Does the state prescribe certain textbooks which
must be used in the senior high school?

-so-
so 35,3 Do any (name of city) j-unior high school
teachers receive a salary of less than {'^X)
a year?
51 34.9 Can the board of education legally spend money
for nev buildings without favorable vote of the
people?
52 34,9 Are there as many as ^a) pupils in average daily
attendance in the senior hirh school?
53 33,8 Are there as many as (X) pupils in average doily
attendance in the (name of city; kindergartens?
54 31.5 Is the annual expenditure for schools in the
(name of city) as much as (^'5X)?
55 30.2 Does (name of city) employ as many as (X)
teachers?
56 29,4 Does the board of education consist of (a)
members?
57 27.3 Do the junior high schools try to teach a boy or
a girl a trade?
58 20,6 Do the salaries of teachers, supervisors, and
school principals amount to as much as (fX)
a year?
I!
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Table Xa
iSpace Devoted To School News
Paper: Tt
Month: July
School Buildings and ouilding
Program
Health of Pupils
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Manap-ement and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil prop-res s and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of pupils
iiixtra-Gurricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
Parent-Teacher Association
Year 1933
Inches
3
0
10
0
0
0
8
4
0
0
32
21
0
0
% of Total
4
0
0
13
0
0
0
11
5
0
0
40
27
0
0
« The first line of this thesis reads as follows:
During the month of July, 1933, there appeared
in the Zoston Transcript 3 inches of nev/s devoted
to School Buildings and Building Program, This
was 4:% of all the school news in this nev/spaper
for the month.
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Table Xb
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
Month: August Year: 1933
Inches t of Total
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of liducntion and
Admin i s t ra r lull
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of jiducation
NewspaDer Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
6
0
0
18
0
u
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
64
18
0
1e
1
1
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Table X c
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
Month: August Year: 1933
Inches of total
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of education and
Administration
business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study-
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
10
0
0
0
66
14
94
10
12
0
121
0
18
3
0
0
0
19
4
27
3
3
0
32
0
5
II
I
I
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1
1
i
Table X d
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
1
Month; Oct, Year: 1933
1
Inches
€
of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 2
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 5 1
Board of Education and
Administration 72 13|
Business Management and
Finance 6 1
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 3 1
Attendance 1 0
Pupil Progress and
•
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 2
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0 i
Athletics 419 74
Teachers and School Officers 25 4
Value of Education 30 5
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
i

Table X e
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
Month: Nov. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 5 ^
Health of Pupils 10 l|
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 7 1
Business Management and
Finance 7 1
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 5 ^
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 53 8
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 1 0
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 5 J-
Athletics 571 81
Teachers and School Officers 30 4
Value of Education 13 g
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
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Table x f
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
Month: Dec. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of instruction
Course of study
Attendance
Fupil t'rogress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Fupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of jiducation
iJewspaper Campaigns
(spelling Bees)
0
12
0
7
0
0
5
0
2
2
325
0
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
1*
*
92
0
0
11
!
!
1
1
Table x g
Space Devoted To School News
Paper Tt
Month: Jan. Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Juildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Kducation and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and school Officers
Value of iiiducation
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling „ees)
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
6
4
354
30
5
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
80
7
1
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Table X h
1
i
To LJ Kj1.X\J KJ ^ Xi ^ VV o
ii
il
Tt
II
Paper
Month: Feb, Year: 1934 1
1
1
1
Inches
1
Jo Ol iObaX !
1
School Building and Building
1
1
Program 31 10
Health of fupils 0 0
Par f»nt —Tea fther s Aspociation 0 0
Board of jiducation and
Administration 0 0
Business Management and
Finance 0 0
Methods of instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 10 o
pupil Progress and
Af*Vi1 PVPYnfint 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 9 3
Extra-Gurricular Activities 11
(Excluding Athletics) 6 2
Athletics 225 73
Teachers and School Officers 27 9
Value of Education 0 0 1
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
1
]
1
1
1
1
1
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Table X i
space Devoted To School Wews
TtPaper
Month: March Year: 1934
Inches }& of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 21 6
Health of ?upils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 7 2
Business Management and
Finance 5 1
1 Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil progress and
Achievement 10 3
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 15 4
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 270 75
Teachers and School
Officers 10 3
Value of Education 20 6
Newspaper Campaigns i
i
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
1i
1
1
1
i
j
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
!
1
i
1
1
!
r
11
ij
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Table X
.1
!
space Devoted
Paper
To
Tt
School News
i
Month: April Yean 1934
Inches "/
1
1
i
^ of Total
1
1
1
1
1
School Buildings and Building
Program 10
1
2
Health of Pupils 15 4
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 50 12
Business Management and
l«'inance 65 16
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
rupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 14 3
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 250 62
Teachers and School Officers 5 1
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
0
0
0
[
1
i
1
i

Table x k
space Devoted To School Nev;s
Paper Tt
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
school Buildings and Building
Program
Health of *uplls
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of i:iducation and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil i^rogress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and school officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
11
3
2
22
6
25
0
0
0
6
28
175
26
0
5
1
*
2
8
0
0
9
59
8*
0

Table X 1
Space Devoted To School Ne^s
Paper Tt
Month: June Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
school buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teacher Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Fupils
Extra-Curric-jlar Acti! Ities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
15
0
95
30
3
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
10
0
61
20
2
0

Table xi
Boston Transcript
Total Pages and Total Inches of School News
By Months,
Total xnches
Month Total rages of School News
July 656 78
August 636 34
September 646 349
October 650 565
November 668 707
December 696 355
January 672 441
February 592 308
March 702 358
April 626 409
May 682 304
June 712 153
Total rages For The Year 7,938
Total Inches of ochool News 4,061

Table XII
Boston Transcript
Total Inches of .^chool News from July, 1935, to June, 1954 .
roplc Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 118 2,91
Health of Pupils 46 1.15
Parent-Teachers Association 14 ,55
Board of Education and
Administration 171 4,21
Business Management and
Finance 109 2,68
Methods of Instruction 96 2,36
Course. of Study 17 .42
Attendance 165 4,02
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 54 .55
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 75 1,84
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 155 5.52
Athletics 2,762 68,01
Teachers and School Officers 194 4,78
Value of Education 107 2.64
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 000 .00
Total 4,061 100,

Paper T : Boston Traveler
1j
1
1
1
j
i
i
1
!
1
1
i
!
j
1
i
1
1
1
i
i
i
1
1
1
i
c
c
\
i
1
1
i
1
1
Table XIII a
Space Devoted To School Nev/s
Paper T
Month: July Year: 1933
Inches ^ of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 6 6
Parent-Teach^^r Association 0 0
Board of Education 0 0
Business Management 0 0
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress and Achievement 8 8
Discipline and behavior
Of Pupils 13 12
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 10 10
Athletics 30 29
Teachers and School
Officers 37 35
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
The first line of this table reads as follows:
During the month of July, 1933 there appeared
in the Boston Traveler 0 inches of nev;s devoted
to School ouildings and Building Program,
11
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
'
1
1
i
Table XIII b
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Aup-ust Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildinp's and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Admini stmt ion
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Valiae of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
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Table XIII c
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Sep't Y^ar: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 15 5
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 86 26
Business Management and
Finance 28 8
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 18 6
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 21 7
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 0 0
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 141 44
Teachers and School Officers 8 2
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
Athletics 7 2
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Table XIII d
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Oct. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Building and Buil^ling
Prop-ram 2 ^
Health of Pupils 25 3
Parent-Teachers Association 10 l^-
Board of Education and
Administration 32 4
Business Management and
Finance 35 4j-
Methods of Instruction 16 2
Course of Study 9 1
Attendance 26 3j
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 20 2
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 27 3i
Extra-Cui-ricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 2 i
Athletics 754 72
Teachers and School Officers 25 3
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
ji t
1
1
1
1
1
j
•
-
1
1
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
i
1
t
—
r
1
i
1
'!
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Table xill e
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Nov, Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 6 ^
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 2 0
Board of Education and
Administration 117 11
Business Management and
Finance 17 1§
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 5 \
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 8 1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 4 J-
Athletics 844 82
Teachers and School Officers 32 3
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0

Table XIII f
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Dec. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildinp-s and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
7
29
2
31
8
0
4
0
2
8
7
536
46
0
0
1
4
0
1
0
\
0
0
1
1
80
7
0
1,
.
<
Table XIII p;
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: Jan, Year; 1934
Inches % of Total
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Assoc.
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campai.p-ns
(Spelling Bees)
33
13
49
12
0
30
20
0
0
101
41
529
15
0
4
1
6
0
4
2
0
0
12
5
63
2
0

11
1
' f T
Table XIII h
•
Space Devoted To School News
111 \J Ll \J Ll ^ V " >^ 0 Vo ay* *i W dX . 1934
InclB S % of Total 1
School buildings and _uilding
Program 19 3
;
Lealth of Pupils 9 1
Parent-Teachers Association 5 1
Board of Education and
i-iUJllJ. li X o ox cl UXvJXl
Business Management and 1
1
, 1
1 1
i
Methods of Instruction 0 0
1
Course of Study 0
1
0
i
nu
i
1
1
1
Achievement 0 0 :
Discipline and Behavior
i
00 8 !
1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 33 5
rluXlXtJ u X O a 72 i
Teachers and School Officers 46 7
• Value of Education 5 1
Newspaper Campa-l^ns i
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
I
1
i
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Table XIII i
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: March Year: 1934
Inches
school Buildings and Building
Program 15
Health of Pupils 55
Parent-Teachers Association 18
^oard of Education nnd
Adminiftr'' tlon 44
Business Management and
Finance 0
Methods of instruction 0
Course of Study 28
Attendance 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0
Discipline and Behavior
of Pupils 343
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 91
Athletics 1,027
Teachers and School Officers 96
Value of Education 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 192
% of Total
1
3
1
0
0
1*
0
0
13
5
58
5
0
10
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Table XIII
.1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: April Year: 1934
Inche 3 % of Total
school Building and building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of instruction
Course of atudy
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
gxtra-Curricular Activities
Athletics
Teachers and School
Officers
Value of Education
Newspape"" Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
10
0
25
0
0
8
0
0
112
105
1162
10
0
140
?/.3
0
1 2/3
0
0
0
7
7
74
2/3
0
9
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Table XIII k
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School
Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campairns
(Spelling tjees)
12
4
0
0
35
6
0
0
20
87
962
75
0
210
1
0
0
0
2i
i
4
0
0
7
67
5
0
14
I
Table XIII 1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper T
Month: June Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Cur-^icular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of JjJducation
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
12
21
22
11
3
45
40
0
0
353
669
lb
0
0
1
2
2
0
4
3
0
0
0
30
56
1
0
0

Table XIV
Boston Traveler
Total Pages of All Kinds of Nev/s, and Total Inches
of School Nev/3 By Months .
Total Inches
Month Total Pages of School
July 610 104
August 688 5
September 752 324
October 852 983
November 772 1,035
December 772 680
January 702 853
February 646 b44
March 818 1,909
April 794 1,572
May 818 1,444
June 756 1,196
Total Pages For The Year 8,980
Total Inches of ischool Nev/s 10,749
11
!
1
1
1
!
i
c
1
•
i
j
1
1
Table XV
Boston Traveler
Total Inches of School News From July, 1955, to June, 1954.
Topic Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Prorress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Nev/spaper Campaigns
Total
106
187
108
396
98
126
115
49
51
694
742
7,i24
406
5
542
.99
1.74
1.00
3.68
.91
1.17
1.07
.46
.47
6.46
6.90
66.28
3o78
.05
5.04
10,749 100.
I
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1
1
1
^ 1
•
1
1
I
1
1
1
!
i
Paper G: Boston Globe
i
1
1
i
\
1
1
i
1 1 1
11
j
T
1
1
i
1
Table XVI a
Space Devoted To School News
Paper G
Month: July Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 2 2
Business Management and
Finance " 30 23
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 19 14
Attendance 0 0
PuDil Progress and
Achievement 12 9
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 37 28
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 15 12
Teachers and School Officers 15 12
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns 0 0
(Spelling Bees)
II
I
Table XVI b
Space Devoted To School NeTvs
Boston Globe
Month: August Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and ouilding
Program 2 1
Health of Pupils 3 1
Parent-Teachers Assoc, 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 3 1
Business Management and
Finance 18 8
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 6 3
Attendance 0 0
Fupil Progress and
Achievement 47 20
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 2 1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 61 28
Athletics 8 4
Teachers and School Officers 79 34
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0

Table XVI c
space Devoted To School Nev;s
Paper G
Month: Sep»t Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
20
0
0
92
4
0
85
63
0
63
0
312
9
0
0
3
0
0
14
0
13
10
10
0
48
1|
0
1\
1
1
1
1
!
1
1
•
>
1
i
1
IP
!
1
-86
Table XVI d
Space Devoted To School News
Boston Globe
Month: Oct, Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
2
34
0
18
6
0
0
2
1/3
19
0
754
0
0
0
4
0
2 i
0
0
1/2
1/2
0
90
0
0
0

Table XVI e
Space Devoted To School News
Paper G
Month: Nov. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and
Building Program
Health of p-upils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Adminl stration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
6
0
73
11
17
0
0
24
32
1,930
9
7
0
3i
4
3/4
1
0
1
91
1
II
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Table XVI f
Space Devoted To School Nev/s
Paper G
Month: Dec, Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Prop-ram
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Assoc,
Board of Education and
Admini s t r .'^ t i on
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Ourricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
21
0
0
48
28
6
0
72
60
1,150
10
0
0
1*
0
0
1.
0
5|
0
0
4*
81
1
0
0
j1
1
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
i
1
f
i
_
1
!
i
!
1
1
1
1
1
4 , —
Table XVI g
Space Devoted To School News
Paper G
Month: Jan. Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Propram 30 1
Health of Pupils 25 1
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 44 2
Business Management and
Pinnnce 0 0
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 67 3
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 32 ij
Athletics 1,972 91^
Teachers and School Officers 6 0
Value of Education 0 0
Nev.'spaper Campaigns 0 0
(Spellinp- Bees)
11
t
1
1
1
i
I
1
1
j
I
t
1
f
1
1
<
1
1
1
1
I
i
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Table XVI h
Space Devoted To School "News
Paper G
Month: Feb. Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildlnps and Buildinp;
Program 3 0
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teache^-^s Assoc. 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 39 2
Business Management and
Finance 29 li
Methods of Instruction 3 0
Course of Study 30 1^
Attendance 9 J-
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
of Pupils 33 1^
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 27 1
Athletics 1,819 90
Teachers and School Officers 30 lA-
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns 0 0
(Spellinp- Bees)
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1
('
1
1
1
1
1
i a D± 0 aVI 1
f
—
Space Devoted ro School News
Paper G
Month: March Year: 1934
i
Inches Jo Oi. ± U lidX
School Buildinf^s and Building
J.O-PropjrRDi 10
Health of Pupils 10 li
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0 1
j
ooarQ 01 jiQUcauion ana.
i
Administration 34
I'.
Business Management and
1'
li
IPl VI r» ^r -LxicJ.iiot? 17
1
jvietjjOQS oi insorucuion 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0
1
0
rupijL rrogress anu
Achievement 0 0
Jul s cipx iiJG anu oexia v xoi
Of Pupils 43 6
1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 3 0
Abn±eT/ics 581 80
Teachers and School Officers 39 5
Value of Education 0 0
1
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
i
1
i
!
1
• f
€
Table XVI .-j
Space Devoted To School Nevs
Paper G
Month: April Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Jiducation and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of titudy
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
iixtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
0
0
78
129
0
0
0
0
21
157
795
72
16
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
2
12
63
6
1

Table XVI k
Space Devoted To School News
paper G
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Prop-ram 22 2
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 0 0
Business Management and
Finance 34 3
Methods of Instruction 10 1
Course of Study 10 1
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement ' 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 61 5
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 116 9
Athletics 1,046 79
Teachers and School Officers 0 0
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
i1
1
1
1
i
i
i
1
i
i
!
1
( —
.
. .
0-
€
1
-—
i
Table XVI 1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper G
Month: June Year: 1954
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
fupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
3
33
0
48
27
12
0
0
18
845
602
19
0
0
2
0
2
1
0
0
1
53
37
1
0

Table XVII
Boston Globe
Total Fap-es of All Kinds of Nev/s, and Total Inches
Of School News nj Months .
Total Inches
Month Total rages of School Nev-s
July 968 130
August 946 229
September 1,010 648
October 1,144 838
November 1,070 2,112
December 1,058 1,597
January l,ObO 2,176
February 954 2,022
March 1,080 737
April 1,130 1,268
May 1,120 1,299
June 1,046 l,bll
Total Pages b'or The Year 7,938
'i'otal Inches Of School News 14,467
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TablG XVIII
Boston Globe
Total Inches Of School News Prom July, 1955, to June, 1954.
Topic
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Boo-'^d of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline ant Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Gurricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
Total
inches % of Total
113
111
000
479
325
42
167
146
66
390
1,333
10,984
288
23
0000
14,467
.78
.77
.00
3.31
2.25
.29
1.15
1.01
.46
2.69
9.22
75.92
1.99
.16
.00
leo:
1i
i
1
i
1
j
1
i
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
•
i
•
1
'
1
•
I
!
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
1
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* Table XIX a
Space Devoted To School Nev/s
Paper H
Month: July Year: 1933
xncnes To OI
ocnoo± DUixQinps anQ ijuij-uing
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 6 14
Parent-Teacher Association 0 0
Board of Education 0 0
Business Management 0 0
Methods of Instruction r\U 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Proffres? and Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
01 Pupils oo oO
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 14 26
Athletics 0 0
Teachers and School Officers 00 0
Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
•» The second line of this table reads as follows:
During the month of July, 1933, there appeared
in the Boston Herald 8 inches of news devoted to
the Health of Pupils. This was 14^ of all the
school news for the month.
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Table XIX b
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: August Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study-
Attendance
Pupil Progresf^ and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Currlcular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School
Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
60
0
0
0
0
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I
I
I.
Table xiX c
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: Sep»t Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Building and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
48
13
0
24
58
0
31
56
15
47
0
1,606
20
36
0
2h
2/3
0
1 ys
3
0
3
1
2h
0
82
1
2
I
I
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Table XIX d
Space Devoted
Paper
Month: Oct,
To
TT
rl
School
Year
:
News
1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 10 1/3
Health of Pupils 40 1 1/3
Parent-Teachers Association 11 1/3
Board of Education and
Administro tion 35 1
Bu.-^iness ManajE-ement and
Finance 0 0
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil prop-ress and
Achievement 38 1 1/2
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 25 1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 3,130 94 1/2
1
Teachers and School Officers 15 1/2
• Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campairns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
1

11
,
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il
1
__ .
_ ^
Table XIX e
1
j
To School TvTo \AI CIl>i w a 11
• Paper H
1
1
Month: Nov. Year
:
1933
1
Inches %
i
of Total '
i
School Buildings and Building 1
Program 5 0
Health of Pupils 13
0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 1
Business Management and
1
2
1
1
1
Finance 12 1
i
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
1
0 r\U
Pupil progress and
iicxii fc? veiTiexi t» 26
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 5 0
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 1
Athletics 2,820 96
Teachers and School Officers 30 1
Value of Education 0 0 1
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
1
1
fl
1
1
1
il
li
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Table XIX f
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: Dec. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 0
Health of Pupils 4
Parent-Teachers Association 0
Board of Education and
Administration 81
Business Management and Finance 10
Methods of Instruction 0
Course of Study 30
Attendance 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 30
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 35
Athletics 1,433
Teachers and School Officers 27
Value of Education 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0
i
4
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
87
1 3/4
0
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Table xiX
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: Jan, Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Builiiings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
46
11
15
5
8
0
0
30
14
20
2,566
44
0
0
0
1^
3/4
92
2
0

Table XIX h
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: Feb. Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spellinrr Bees)
0
6
0
31
3
0
0
0
11
51
51
2,490
55
30
120
0
0
0
0
1
88
2
1
4^
Iii .—
.
1
1
1
1
1
i
!
1
1
I
1
1
!
1
1
i
j
1
1
1
1
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Table XIX 1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: March Year: 1934
Inches %of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Boar'd of Educ?3tion and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athleti cs
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Educ^ition
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
32
24
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
93
44
1 , 559
26
4
378
1^
1
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
2
70
1
0
20
f1
1
i
'
t
n
^
!
ii
1!
j
1
i
i
r*
'I
i|
li
i!
Tabl© XIX j
Space Devoted To School News
Paper H
Month: April Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
of Pupils
E.xtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
40
12
0
68
53
0
0
0
0
16
14
1,108
22
10
1,413
0
2
0
0
0
0
40
1
51
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Table xiX k
Space Devoted To School Nev.s
Paper H
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches ^ of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spellinrr Bees)
18
14
0
67
30
0
0
0
10
20
88
840
22
0
1*
1
0
2i
0
0
0
1
2
8
76
2
0
0
-1
1
1
1
1
Table XIX 1
Space Devoted To School Neivs
Paper H
Month: June Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
9
25
68
30
0
0
15
21
0
536
290
16
0
0
1
2i
3
0
0
1*
2
0
52
28
2
0
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Table XX
Boston Herald
Total Pages of All Kinds of Nev/s, and Total Inches
Of school News By Months.
Total inches
Month Total Pages of School News
J-uly 940 55
August 936 25
September 1,038 1,954
October 1,184 3,304
November 1,124 2,936
December 1,164 1,650
January 1,054 2,765
February 946 2,828
March 1,118 2,170
April 1,166 2,756
May 1,126 1,109
June 1,098 1,010
Total rages For The Year 12,894
Total Inches Of School Nev;s 22,562
II
i
I
ii
L
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Boston Herald
Total Inches of School News Prom July, 1933, To June, 1934.
Topic Inches % of Total
j
school Buildings and Building
Program 199 • 88
i
Health of Pupils 154 .68
Parent-Teachers Associfition 61 .27
Board of Education and
Administration 405 1.80
Business Management and
Finance 211 .94
Methods of Instruction 8 .04
Course of Study 61 .27
Attendance 71
1
.32
j
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 151 .67
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 334 1.48
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 797 3.53
Athletics 17,842 79.08
Teachers and School Officers 293 1.29
Value of Education 64 .28
Newsoaoer HamDaicns X y %v XX R 4.7
Total 22,562 100.
1
1
1
„ ..i
1
i
1
1
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Paper P: Boston Post
•!
1 ___—_
—
_—
—
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Table XXII a
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: July Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
At>^letics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
70
0
0
0
0
0
24
145
21
0
0
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
9
54
8
0
II
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Table XXII "b
Space Devoted To School News
•
Paper P
Month: August Year: 1933
1
1
Inche s % of Total
1
School Buildlnps and Building
1
Program 0 0
i
Health of Pupils 18
i
8
Parent-Teacher- Association 0 0
Board of Education and
!
Administration 14 6
Business Management and
Finance 0 0
Methods of Instruction 8 4
Course of Study 0 0
1
Attendance 13 6
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 4
Discipline and Behavior /
Of Pupils 0 0
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 18 •9
1
Athletics 128 58
1
Teachers and School Officers 14 6 i
Valine of Education 0
i
0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
1
1
1
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Table XXII c
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: Sep»t Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
school Buildings and Building
irogram
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Educntion and
Administmt ion
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
14
2
0
18
3
0
0
34
31
39
59
235
0
0
0
4
0
0
8
8
9
12
55
0
0
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Table XXII d
1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: Oct. Year: 1933 1
Inches ^ of Total
School 5'uildings and Building
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 14 1
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 33
Business Management and
Finance 9 1
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 3 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 9 i
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 35 24
Athletics 1,199 89
Teachers and School Officers 52 4
• Value of Education 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
i
j
c
I-11' -
Table XXII e
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: Nov, Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildinps and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
30
0
0
28
0
0
0
0
0
34
1,061
21
0
2i
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
90
2
0
11
i
i
1
1
•
j
1
1
i
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
(
1
1
i
1
1
i
]
—_ . .
i
i
1
1
1
Table XXII f
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: Dec. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
66
0
0
31
13
0
0
0
18
5
542
29
0
9i
0
0
2
0
0
0
i
i
78i
4
0
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Tabl© XXII g
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: Jan, Year: 1934
Inches of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Admini stration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
42
0
0
40
64
0
0
0
0
35
14
346
32
0
8
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
6
2
61
5
0
•1
f
—
4-l;;0- \
1
1
Table XXII h
1
Space Devoted To School Nev/s
P
Month: Feb. Year: 1934
% of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 15 2
Health of Pupils ±U 1
Parent-Teachers Association U 0
Board of Education and
Administration 13 1
Business Management and
Finance 11 1
Methods of Instrtiction 0 0
i
Course of Study u
i
0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress, and
Achievement u
Discipline and Behavior
1
1
Of Pupils 28 4 i
1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0 1
Athletics 696 85
Teachers and School Officers 50 6
1
i
• Value of Education 0
1
0 !
i
Newspaper Campaigns i
(Spelling Bees) 0 °
1
1
ii
II
Ii
il
i
il
!i
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Table XXII 1
Space Devoted To School News
paper P
Month: March Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
0
0
26
15
0
0
0
0
190
39
324
40
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
32
6
50
6
0

Table XXII J
space Devoted To School Nev/s
Paper P
Month: April Year: 1934
Inches yo of Total
School Uulldings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Nev^spaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
8
0
0
23
54
40
0
0
0
32
46
163
3
0
0
2
0
0
14
11
0
0
0
9
12
46
1
0
i
1J. tj <J"*
Table XXIIk
•
Space Devoted To School News
Paper P
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
school Buildings and ouilding
Program 36 6
Health of Pupils 6 1
ir-arent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Ed-Qcation and
Administration 19 3
Busine ss Management and
Finance 0 0
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 8 1
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 81 13J- \J
Athleticn 4-70 75
Teachers and School Officers 8 1
• Value of Education 0 0
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
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Table XXII 1
Space Devoted To School News
Paper p
Month: June Year: 1954
Inches % of Total
school Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of jiducotion and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods Of Instruction
Course of t>tudy
Attendance
pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
iixtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and school Officers
Value of education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
0
6
16
15
0
0
0
0
5
10
210
305
21
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
1*
36
53
4
0
i1
ij
ll
1
il
\\
1
1
ii
1
1
1
•
•
II
i!
II
1
1
1
Table XXIII
Boston Post
Total tSiges Of All Kinds of News, and Total Inches
Of school Nev ' s Bj Months .
Total Inches
Month Total Pages of school Jjev.s
July 870 265
August 820 217
September 874 435
October 952 1,354
November 926 1,177
December 942 712
January 880 573
February 808 823
March 882 639
April 930 369
May 956 628
June 908 o8b
Total Pages For The Year 10,748
,
Total Inches of school News 7,778

Table XXIV
Boston post
Total Inches of achool News From July, 1955, To June, 1954
Topic
School Build inrs and building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of ii;ducation and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
i^tra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of jilducation
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
inches % of Total
211
126
16
260
169
48
000
50
64
556
565
5,614
291
000
8
2.72
1.65
• 22
5.56
2.18
.b2
.00
.65
.82
4.58
7.27
72.19
5.75
.00
.01
Total 7,778 100.

iI
\
I
I
i
I
Papor A: Boston American
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Table XXV a
Space Devoted To School News
Paper A
Month: July Year: 1933
inches ^ of Total
School ouildings and Building
Program 0 0
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 24 11
Business Management and Finance 49 23
Methods of Instruction 4 2
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 6 3
Pupil progress and Achievement 50 24
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 7 3
jiixtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 0 0
Teachers and School Officers 32 14
Value of Eduction 42 20
Newspaper Campaigns 0 0
(spelling Bees
)
« The fourth line of thi!=! table reads as follov/s:
During the month of July, 1933, there appeared
in the Boston American 24 inches of nev/s devoted
to the board of edi:ication and administration.
This was 11^' of all the school nev;s for the month.

Table XXV b
space Devoted To School Nev^s
Paper A
Month: August Year: 1933
Inches % of Totsl
School Buildings and Building
Progrnm 0 0
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Tefjchers Associntion 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 8 20
Business Management and
Finance 9 21
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 6 14
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 0 0
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 0 0
Teachers and School Officers 8 20
Vnlue of Education 10 25
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0

11
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Table XXV c
Space Devoted To School Nev/s
Paper A
Month: Sep't Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildinpis and Building
Program 31 6
Health of Pupils 10 2
Parent-Teachers Associntion 0 0
Board of Education and
Administration 16 3
Busine'^s Management and
Finance 11 2
Methods of Instruction 3 \
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 39 7
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 14 2t
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 409 73
Teachers and School
Officers 16 3
Value of Education 4 1
Newspapor Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 0 0
I
—
'
i
!
i
I•
Table XXV d
Space Dev.ted To School News
Paper A
Month: Oct. Year: 1933
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Ed^^cation and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Nev.'spaper Campaio-ns
(Spelling Bees)
13
0
0
25
5
0
0
0
0
934
0
0
1*
0
0
*
0
0
0
0
95
0
0

11
1
Tabl© XXV e
I
1
• space Devoted To school Nev;s 1
Paper A
Month: Nov. Year: 1935
Inches % of Totnl
school Buildings and Building
:
0
1
Pt*o ffPam 1
Health of Pupils 8
•
*
jr'arent-Teachers Association 0
Board of Hiducation and
Administration 55 4i
Business Management and
Finance 1*J.^
Methods of Tnstruction 0 n\j
Course of study u 0
I
j
1
1
Attend ance 0 0
1
Pupil progress and Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
1 1
Of Pupils 12 1
jtfjxtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 0 0
Athletics 1,134 87
Teachers and School
,
iOfficers 18 1* i
1
•
Value of Education 42 3
Newspaper Campaip:ns
(SpellinfT Bees) 8 1
1
1
II
I
I
Table XXV f
Space Devoted To School News
Pap'-r A
Month: Dec, Year: 1933
inches fo of Total
school ouildlngs and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
finance
Methods of instruction
Course of study
Attendance
pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Eixcluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School
Officers
Value of Hjducation
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees
)
0
3
0
66
46
0
0
0
0
0
70
492
14
6
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
10
70
2
1
0
11
1
1
]
1
1
I
1
-•
1
I
i
1
1
1
i c
i
•
•
Table XXV g
Space Devoted To School News
Paper A
Month: Jan. Year: 1934
Inches Jo of Total
School Buildings and Building
Jr'rogram
Health of Fupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of iiducntion and
Administration
Business Management and
K'inance
Methods of Instruction
Course of otudy
Attendance
Pupil progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and bchool Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
3
32
0
34
14
0
0
0
30
48
24
460
0
0
0
5
0
2i
0
0
0
4
71
0
0
0
I

Table XXV h
Space Devoted To School News
i:^aper A
Month: Feb. Year: 1934
inches % of Total
School buildings and Building
program
Health of pupils
Farent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Fupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra -Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics J
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of Education
Newspaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
2
5
5
46
11
0
0
0
7
35
0
469
25
50
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
71
4
8

ITable XXV 1
space Devoted To School News
Paper A
Month: March Year: 1934
school i3\iildinf?;s and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Manafceraent and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Inches % of Total
6
12
0
38
72
16
0
0
8
Achievement 10
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 272
Sxtra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 42
Athletics 341
Teachers and School Officers 13
Value of Education 50
Newspnpor Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 686
1
0
5
1
0
0
1
16
3
20
1
3
46

Table XXV j
Space Devoted To School Nevrs
Paper A
Month: April Year: 1934
Inches % of Total
School Buildings and Building
Program 11 1
Health of Pupils 0 0
Parent-Teachers Association 0 0
Board of Educ tion and
Administration 13 1
Business Management and
Finance 56 4
Methods of Instruction 0 0
Course of Study 0 0
Attendance 13 1
Pupil Progress and
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils 142 10
Extra-Gurricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 23 2
Athletics 236 17
Teachers and School Officers 26 2
Value of Education 0 0
Ne-^A'spaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) 808 62

Table XXV k
Space Devoted To School News
Paper A
Month: May Year: 1934
Inches of Total
School Buildinps and Building
Program
Health of Pupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administration
Business Management and
Finance
Methods of Inst-^uction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Discipline and Behavior
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics)
Teachers and School Officers
Athletics
Value of Education
Nev/spaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
3
49
0
66
28
55
4
0
0
49
52
54
158
0
530
0
5
0
3
5
0
0
0
5
5
5
15
0
51
—,. -
^
!
i
1
i
1
1
1
1
t
1
1
i
1
i
1
1
1
i
1
i
!
1
1
i
i
1
1
C 1
c
-1
1
i
!
lauxe AAV 1
Space Devoted To School Nev/s 1
1
Paper A
Month: June Year: 1934
J.X1L.X1 oo '0 w J. 1 C ) LiixX
School Buildings and Building
irro grain u u
Health of fupils 4 1
i arent-Teachers Association 0 0
iioarci oi iLQucabion anu
Administration 75 14
Businesr? Management and
T' 4 v» Q n r* oX J.xictxiL' 4.4. Q
jaeunocis oi ±ns X/rnc L>.Lon Q
Gourse of atudy 0 0
Attendance 0 0
Pt»(^ rp"K* £i a a QY\f^MTyXy XX JrX Uff^X C7 o o clIIU.
Achievement 0 0
Discipline and Behavior
J. JL
o
c.
i»ra ""O ux X X tyUXcix ACbivj-bies a.D
Teachers and School Officers 21 4
Value of Education 44 8
Ne^'vsDAD'^"'^ namDaip"ns 28 5
( Spell inp Bees) 1
1
j
r
i.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
r
1
i
I
i
!
i
i
i
i
1
I
1
1
1
i
c
t
1
1
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Table XXVI
Boston American
Total inches of school News i<rom July, 1933, to June, 1954.
Topic Inches )i& of Total
school Buildings and Building
Program
Health of rupils
Parent-Teachers Association
Board of Education and
Administr-a.tion
Business Manap-ement and
Finance
Methods of Instruction
Course of Study
Attendance
Pupil Progress and
Achievemf^nt
Discipline and Behavior
of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(T^xcluding Athletics)
Athletics
Teachers and School Officers
Value of E ducation
Nev/spap^r Campaigns
(Spelling Bees)
70
123
5
466
363
1?2
4
64
97
596
245
4 , 847
227
248
2,060
.73
1.29
.05
4.88
3.82
1.28
.04
.68
1.03
6.24
2.57
50.82
2.37
2.60
21.60
Total 9,537 100.
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Table XXVII
f
Boston American
Total Pages Of All Kinds of Nev^s, and Total Inches
Of School News By Months •
Total Inches
lilUxl oXi lUUelX rd^fcJH KJX O^llUU X iMfcJ'i.'ri •
July yi/s
August y<24
O r% "T" wi K'N ^% v« Cj vJoepuemoep yyo OOc>
ucooDer yoo yoo
wovemDer y±4 1 , dvo
ueceinDer y^o oy /
1
January vie
boo
± , OOo
April 1,006 1,328
May 938 1,048
June 910 519
Total Pages For The Year 11,214
....
Total Inches of .school News 9,537
1
1
>
.
.
i
.1
|i
II
II
11
i|
1
u —— ~ —
1!
1
1
1
!
i
i
i
1
:<
li
i:
|l
il
|i
•
1
:i
il
:!
i!
1
1
Si
1
i
i
i
'1
1
1
j
i!
'I
II
11
c
1
1
1
Table XXIX
Total Space In Inches Of School News As Analyzed In The Six
Leading Newspapers Of Boston
.
Totnl Inches Percentage
School Buildings and Building 817 1.2
Program
Health of pupils V47 1.1
Parent-Ten che^-'s Association 204 ,3
Board of Educp^tion and
Administration 2,177 3,1
Businef^s Management and
Finance 1,275 1.9
Methods of Instruction 442 .6
Course of Study 364 ,5
Attendance 543 ,8
Pupil Prof^ress and
Achievement 483 ,7
Discipline and Behavior 2,445 3.5
Of Pupils
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 3,817 5.5
Athletics 49,173 71.1
Teachers and School Officers 1,699 2.5
Value of Education 447 .6
Nev/spaper Campaigns
(Spelling Bees) ^521 6.5
Total 69,154 100.
i1
f i
1
1
1
*
c
1
i
!
1
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Table XXX
DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN INTE'^.KSTS OF PATRONS AND NE'-/S SPACE
1
COVERED BY THE TOPICS OP INTEREST.
Rank
According
To IntereFst
Column % of Total
Inches of News Space:
Space Covered :
Topic
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
1.
Pupil Progress and
Achievement
Methods of Instruction
Health of Pupils 9,675.25
Course of Study
Value of Education
Discipline and Behavior
Teachers
Attendance
Buildings and Building
Program
Business Management and
Finance 29,589.75
Board of Education
Parent-Teacher Association
Extracurricular Activities
24.6
75.4
B. M. Farley, What To Tell The People About The
Public schools
.
Contributions To inducatlon. No.
355 (Teachers College, Columbia University, 1929)
p. 53.
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Table XXXI
PKRCKNTAGij.,S OF NEWS SVACh. DEVOTKD TO VAiUOUS SCHOOL ACTIV-
ITIRS IN THE SIX LEADING BOSTON NEIVSPAPERS
.
Topic Per Cent
Athletics 71,1
Newspapers Campaigns (Spelling Bees) 6.5
Extra-Curricular Activities
(Excluding Athletics) 5.5
Discipline and Behavior of Pupils 3.5
Board of Education and Administration 3.1
Teachers and achool Officers 2.5
Business Management and Finance 1,9
School Buildings and Building Program 1.2
Health of Pupils 1.1
Attendance .8
Pupil Progress and Achievement ,7
Value of Education .6
Course of Study ,5
Parent and Teacher Association
.3
Methods of Instruction .6
Total 100.
i\
I
i
•
1
c
1
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Boston American
Analysis of Articles Appearing On Page One. i
!
i
The follov/lng are the titles of the articles:
30 tenchers escape death in fire.
College girl slays mother school teacher.
Marksmen shatter school windows.
Children flee school fire.
Snow holds up school games.
70 sent home from unheated room,
$ 1,000 fire in school.
Football results
Athletics
Everett saves i 3,000 on school changes.
Schoolhead spikes red plot.
School strikers hurl egg volley,
25 Milton school strike leaders on carpet.
Police save teachers as 1,400 fight,
Melrose high strike off.
School strike fades away.
Spelling Bee. (Several times)
Everett vandals and reds linked.
Five boys held for floods in Everett. i
School girl vice. !
Boy falls dead at school. i
700 teachers to get jobs.
Junior high school girl missing.
j
\
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
. 1
1
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
—
- "
1
1
i
1
1
11
<
Boston Traveler
Analysis of Articles Appearing on Pap;e One.
The follov/lng are the titles of the articles:
school boy beating probed,
school bus hit by train.
Haverhill high secret society girl suspended.
Pupils' rum drops cause ban.
Fifty students hunt for boy.
Vandals sought for school fire.
Runaway school boy found with frozen feet.
Police search for lost teacher.
Missing teacher leaves will.
Whole Supreme Court to decide school case.
School close.
High school sweetheart defends Norma,
Flood suspends school sessions.
Milton pupils boycott lunch.
Dorchester ticket holder goes back to school.
Row at school traced to "Reds".
Teacher hit by truck.
Winthrop pupil bitten by dog.
"red" reprisals by boys feared.
Drink charge against Cambridge High pupils.
Norma Millen in school operetta,
Everett High strike.
Students forced to go without lunch.
Superintendent Campbell scoffs at "Reds"
Scare in schools,
Everett high flood by vandals.
Five boys arrested for Everett High damage.
United States and England swap teachers,
Everett boys are sentenced.
Youth held in school break.
Spelling Ree.
Lynn School bars dancing as "immoral".
Combat school fund "Election".
Mansfield in new plea to teachers.
School boy parade.
Seven-hundred teachers to get jobs.
Oulncy students explode vials of ether in class.
Chelsea high desks smashed.
Pour year old Brighton boy yearns for school.
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Boaton Herald.
Analysis of Articles Appearing On Page One .
The following are the titles of the articles:
Man shoots two schoolboys.
Two girls r\m away from school.
liiverett teachers end voluntary lO/o cut.
School board names Crowley director.
Three high school boys confess kidnap notes.
Spelling Bees. (Several times)
Winthrop pupils pelt police with snow balls.
School vandals pair of boys.
School budget.
Newton parents voice opposition to
"Non-Marking"
.
Boston pupils must recite flag oath.
Pupils confess breaks.
Newton teacher good detective.
School bonfire sturs Waltham.
Student unconscious from fright.
'A'alloston school vandalism.
N.R.A. creates serious crisis in school.
Newton abolishes marks and reports.
Pay cut restored.
Five Cambridge school committee men stay away.
Denies forcing pupils to march.
347CJi"i/.A. jobs for teachers.
Teachers robbed.
Police guard Newton school boys.
11
1
1
1
1
1
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Boston Ti'anscript.
Analysis of Articles Appearing: On pap-e One.
The following are the titles of the articles:
Save a hundred-thousand dollars on school f?ite.
School committee man resigns.
Somerville High publishes paper backwards.
Kidnap scare at Worcester,
Lund resigns as head of Newton Schools.
City schools open with 136,000 pupils.
Quincy pupils etherize rooms.
Women offer candidate for school board.
Peabody School damaged.
Crack Quincy high school c^fe,
N.R.A. Institute is held for teachers.
308,000 allot'^d for Newton schools.
Boy vandals break into Ouincy school.
Nine die as bus smashes,
Brookline students to join police hunt.
Salem school students threaten to strike.
See no fraud on school C.V/.A. projects.
Hunt for missing teacher,
Phillips school in B9th year.
Water leak closes Brighton school.
Milton schoolboard upholds principal.
i 125,000 fire ruins school,
Everett high to close for a week.
Would investigate school uprising,
Needham school head under fire,
Everett teachers lose in court.
Airport panel for East Boston High,
Pupils invited to strike on May day.
11
1
1
1
«
1
1
e
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Boston Globe.
Analysis of Articles Appearing On Page One.
The following are the titles of the articles;
Ex-teacher missing.
Boston teachers guests at emergency meeting,
Everett teachers offered pay.
Married trsachers win in Somerville,
Teachers must salute flag or be fired.
Hyde park f^^tu.dent hurt in school firht.
No marking plan hit at "socialism".
House kills school plan.
Local boys nabbed in school vandalism.
Young vandals run wild in school.
Vandals flood V/alloston school.
School boy died after firht.
Pay boost for teachers.
School committee election.
/j
1
1
1
1
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Boston Post,
Analysis of articles appearing on Pa^e One .
The following are the headings of the articles:
High school boy hangs self.
High ranks for Hub schools.
Children to strike.
Salem team on way home.
Never went to school.
Insist on budget of two million.
Brighton athlete arrested.
School boys drops dead playing ball.
Order salute to flag In school,
Newton picks school head.
School fire.
Retired teacher runs apple orchard.
Pupil suspended.
Bar nine girls from school.
Vote on firing 30 teachers.
School garage bicycles.
Prison haircut not for school.
Wild outbreaks by school boys.
Deny pupils used liquor.
School girl "Miss America"
.
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APPENDIX
D

Boston American
Analysis of Editorials .
The following are the headings of the editorials:
Common sense and education,
Herbert apencer and educntion.
.jChool first.
Patrick Kennedy school.
Teachers on strike.
Trade schools of VfBlue,
False economy,
American School System faces crisis.
Crippled vs , school means increase in
Juvenile delinquency.
This is education week.
Our schools stand by.
George Washington's aid to education recalled.
Camp s'^.hools.
Ringing the bell.
Honoring our parents.
Dep»t of education needed to save our schools,
"a Teacher Can Do Without Pay."
The Shadow
.
Can you spell it.
Pull school of jails.
Something about teachers,
N. Y keeps schools fully open.
Boston Trade school.
Teaching wrong lesnons.
Disloyal teacher.
School teachers pay.
Our schools not soap boxes.
Schools need ^ 100,000,000.
Are old ways best in school today.
This nation demands fewer politicians and more
and better schools.
Education faces test.
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Boston Traveler
Analysis of Editorials.
The following are the headings of the editorials:
Michael H. Crowley School?
Christmas presents for teachers.
School system threatened.
Change the school law.
Chairman Tobin,
Women teachinp- boys,
Homelessons
,
Teaching young to shoot straight.
Education at its best.
School secret societies.
The fix.
Attention school teachers,
"Reds" fire kindergarten.
Sixth grade minds.
Spelling Bee,
School strikes.
Adolescent agitators.
Encourage school sthletics.
School strikes.
Spelling Bee.
West Roxbury Hlp'h School.
No ice water for playgrounds.
New High school may be lost.
School boys on parade.
School cannot afford it.
Children and the N.R,A,
Teaching teachers,
!
i
1
1
1
i
]
1
1
1
1
i
1I
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Boston Herald,
Analysis of Editorials .
The following are the headings of the editorials
With the school boys,
tjchool lunches again.
Of the old school.
Too many teachers.
Lucky students.
Don't "blame the school.
That Melrose "strike".
The school oath,
America faces school prices,
in the private schools,
Hiph school "post-grads"
Quincy and football.
Teacher Vs. specialist.
No marks for Newton,
A teacher of teachers.
1i
i
1
1
c
i
1
il
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Boston Transcript.
Analysis of Editorials.
T'he follov'inp; are the headings of the editorials:
sob-oery for
teacher in
civil life
Boston.
Text-book language
.
The Chastised child,
A school per pupil.
Urges teachers to drop
Mrs, Ellis many years a
New Civics,
School forever.
School opens,
San Francisco's Astronomical High School,
School murals,
Quovades, Education?
N,R,A. Tilts,
Educational applicants.
Are ''.e educating more young people than
we can support?

Bogton Globe .
Analysts or Editor i al s
.
The follovv'inf^ are the headings of the editorials
What do teachers do in the summer.
Thinking citizens.
Millions without school.
Exhibit at Trade school.
Pair play for pupils marks.
Nev? deal in school room.
Wrote plays v/hile in grammar school.
The class will come to order.

Boston Post,
Analysis of Editorials
The folloving are the headings of the editorials
\
New deal for churches in schools,
what they will wear for schools,
school room bunk.
11
1
1
1
1
1
I
i
1
1
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